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Time to relax! Finding ways to chill out is an important part of being healthy.
Make a GLITTER GLOBE to help you unwind and de-stress.

Eating right helps keep you fit! But can you fit these
nutrition words into the crossword squares?
There is only one way they all fit! Answers are on the
bottom of the page.
P ROT E I N
CA R B S

V I TA M I N
MINERAL

CA LO R I E

FIBER
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Fill the jar with water.
Add some glitter and a
few drops of
liquid hand
soap or
shampoo.

Add glue to the edge of the jar and screw
the lid on tight. Your toy will be upside
down just for now. Let it set overnight.
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In the morning, turn the jar
over and let the glitter “snow”
all over your toy! If you used
soap, don’t shake it too hard or
you’ll get heaps of bubbles!
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Have you heard the words “Jumping Jack?” You can also call it a
“Jumping Jill.” It’s a fun exercise! How many can YOU do?!
Stand tall,
with your legs
together and
your arms at
your sides.

Jump and
land like
this:
legs
apart,
and hands
clapped together
over your head.

HEY, PARENTS!
• Got more than one Mini Mensch in the house? Print more
copies of these pages at juf.org/MiniMensches.

Jump again, and land
like you were before,
legs together and
arms at your sides.

• Looking for more? JUF Young Families helps families
experience and celebrate the joys of Jewish life, community
and learning. Learn more at juf.org/youngfamilies.
ANSW ERS: 1. MIN ERAL 2. PROT EI N 3. VI TAMI N
4. (ACROSS) CALORI E 4. (D OWN ) CARBS 5. F I BER
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Find a plastic jar with
a screw-on lid. If you
want, glue a small
plastic toy to the
inside of the lid, and
make sure it dries.

